Fire Destro ys Little Theater
Suss: "The Show Will Go On "
Despite 'Wednesday night s fire
which destroyed bhe Little Theater,
Powder and Wig is going* to present
the p rod u ct ion of The Man drake
tonight. However, instead of ibeing
in the theater the -oerformance will
be given tonight and tomorrow
night at 8 in the hand rehearsal
room on second floor Bixler.
Rehearsals were going on Wednesday evening in the > theater at
9:30 when the fire was first discovered. Immediately thereafter an
alarm was turned in by P&W members from, a phone in Mr. Whalen's
adjacent home.
Upon the arrival of the fire departm ent, a .problem was encountex-ed: there was not enough water
pressure coining from the fire hydrants. A fireman on the scene estimated that the hoses were receiving 15 pounds of pressure. Normal
pressure is approximately 150 lbs.
Because of this condition Fire
Chief Bernard Larsen of Waterville
was forced to call on seven tanker
trucks from Fairfield, Winslow, 'an'd
Vassalboro. The fire hydrants had
been checked only the day 'before
and according: to one of the over
120 firemen on the scene, "they were
not at an adequate level."
Although no one yet has any idea
how the (blaze began, the storage
shed at the (far end of the structure
has been identified as the first part
of the hull ding: "to go.
Mr. Whalen's home and the Little
Theater are unique buildings on
campus. Both of them were standing on Mayflower Hill before the
college moved.
Sets, costumes, electrical equipment and other highly inflammable
items -were being stored in the one
and one half story building.
During the blaze, the boiler in
the building exploded. There is
doubt as to whether the boiler had
any connection with the cause of
the fire. It had however been
checked and found to be functioning properly 55 wumites before the
initial discovery of smoke.
Other losses included a 1966 Fbrd
station wagron that belonged to Colby's AFROTC detachment. The car

Carolee Schneemann , a pioneer
in environmental tlieated Happenin gs, will be at Colby during the
weekend o'f November 8, under the
invitation of -Bides. She will instruct a <lance workshop and discuss her concepts o'f theater Friday
evening. In collaboration with interested memibers of the Colby community, she will conceive a happening which will be presented the following night. Anyone interested in
working with Carolee is enthusiastically encouraged to participate.
Originally a painter, she reflects
a graphic orientation in her approach to theater, utilizing images
and sensations to evoke emotions
and change states of being; "ideas
and analysis are, if anything, secondary de velopments of the immedia te physical responses she finds

of experimental theater or a report
on. the avant-garde, one finds Carolee, She has been written up repeatedly, as in Dance Magazine, Art
in America , Art News, Saturday Review, Newsweek, an'd th e New York
Times Magazine, among; other publications. She has also been included in many current books on
the ^changing .'cultural scene, such
as Susan Somtag's Again Interpretation. Her own book, Meat Joy
and More, will be published some
time next spring.
In addition to her happenings, in
which she uses mundaae materials
in an unconventional way to frustrate stock responses, such as her
food bath in Meat Joy, Carolee has
m ade several fil m s, such as the
beau t if ul, erotic, and banned film
"Fuses," which was praised by An-

FIREMEN BATTUE LITTLE THEATER BLAZE
was in the garage which it normally occupied in the Theater itself.
President Strider, who was on the
scene having left a concert in Bixler, exp r essed t he gen eral fe elings
of most of the onlookers when he
said, "I am sorry aJbout the loss o'f
the building, but I am •thankful that
no one was injured." The President
was also relieved that the fire

fighters were able to "stop the fire
fro m spreading to the woods or
George's (Whalen) house."
Director of Powder and Wig, Dr.
Suss, was at the blaze. Suss was
"sick about the fact that we had a
show ready to go." Since that time,
P&W have been able to salvage all
of the costumes and many of the
(Continued on page eight)

ADP Considers
Fraternity Stat us

by JEI-F SILVERSTEIN
Alpha Delta (Phi's 7 brothers (6
seniors, 1 junior ), and the other
residents of Pepper Hall had an informal meeting with Dean Rosenthal Monday night, October 28.
Their purp ose' was to assess the
value of retaining their status as
a National Fraternity, and to discuss the alternatives available.
Immediately, the concept of nonfraternal Irving units was considered , The response was a questioning about retaining the ability of
the group to restrict to some de-

Sellers Personnel

.4 Dismissing Questioned

¦Despite the recent pay x*aiso, the
Colby labor situation still remains
a .subject &£ much 'discussion. Criticism has been aimed primarily at
tli o failure to rehire (Mrs. Martin ,
President o_ the Wo rker's Association . Some peoiplo, Including a department chairman, have questioned
whether the failure to rehire Mrs.
Martin wasn't In fact a move to
squelch the newly organized Association.
Paul O'Connor , head of tho Soiioi.''a food service, In an interview
with tho Echo said that ho had not
rehired Mrs. (Martin because he had
understood that sho did not want
to como -back. (It la Colby's policy
to lot a 'large portion oif tho food
sorvlco workers igo at tho end of tho
school year and then rehire them in
the fall at tho start of tho now
town.)
According to Mr , O'Connor, (Mrs.
Martin 'c alled at the beginning: of
fclils school yonr to find out If sho
had boon rehired. Mr. O'Connor
owplalnod his misunderstanding and
said fu rther that all tho positions
had since been -filled , allien, accord-

Edios Presents
Carolee Schneeman

ing 'to Mr. O'Connor, Mrs. Martin
¦said she understood tho problem
and that sho had another job anyway. Mr. O'Connor said that Seller's
enjoys very good working relations
with the food service employees.
'Several high ranking college employees feel, however, that Mrs.
Martin would have probably been
ro-iired If sho ha'd not been head o'f
tho Worker 's Association. This some
sentiment was echoed by Mary Ann
golden, a Junior government major
who has worked (closely with the
Association ovor tho last year . Miss
Golden told the Echo that the fai lure of Colby to rehire (Mrs . Martin
had seriously comp romised tho
¦chances for tho survi val of the Association. According to Miss 'Goldon, "Th o workers still want an association but thoy aro simply afraid
to join bocauso thoy aro afraid thoy
will lose their jobs ."
'Meanwhile (Michael Mosorvo, a
soip>homoro from Gardiner, Maine,
announced that a group of students
will toe lookhvg into tho InSbor situation at Colby as part of their
January Program.

gree the occupants of the living
units, Blackballs were considered ,
but no real judgments were made.
This disadvantage was emphasized
by a strong desire to keep ' "closest
case" people out o"f the dorm, The
rational for this was that the need
for communication is already too
acute to allow introspective introverts to exist in tins midst. There
was nothing to suggest th at the
group might feel any obligation to
draw such recluses out.
On the other hand , a desire was
oppressed to continue having from
13 to 18 freshmen living in 'Pepper,
freshmen being considered new
Mood,

ADP does not consider itself to
bo a fraternity in the context o'f
DKE , LCA, Zete, etc. (For this reason ADP ifeels that to compote with
such groups is ludicrous. It was
stated that "if tho trappings of
fraternities must be removed otherwise you must compote. " It was
pointed out that last year ADP
did not compete in imany IFC events
and in fact slep t through th-e 19Q7
and 1068 bike races. Yet, thoy came
In third In tho Bixler Bowl competition. It is this sort of situation
that has load ADP to question Its
status.
Tho National ADP was also
brough t under attack. It was felt
that the $55 por year which Is -paid
nets the average brother a pin and
little else, A defense of tho Notional stated that tho National represents ¦fiscal and legal backing. Still ,
a general fooling of need for some
kind of organization was apparent.
Becoming a local fraternity seemed
to hold a groat many answers. Dean
Rosenthal was questioned on tho
feasibility of tho idea. Ho seemed
to soo no groat problem s In a'c'complleh l irg tho Idea If it was desired.

CAROLEE DOES HER THING NOVEMBER 8th
for herself and seeks to sbinvulatc
in her audience through hor sellfexplosion. The happening does not
convey, but seeks to involve in an
evolution happening simultaneously
in the audience and the performers.
Whereover ono finds a discussion

tonioni and Kubrick, and the film
af Vietnam atrocities, "Viet-Flakes."
Her chorcopraphic construction la
pictorial and sculptural, retaining
a pai nter 's basic frame o'f referenc e. Though sometimes rem'oto or
(Continued on page seven)

Stu-G Notes

Political Allocations Abolished

After tho usual reports, S'tu-G
spent most of its meeting discussing
whether or not a part of the Stu-G
budget should be allocated to campus political organizations, Other
business Included a moti on to -give
John McCIain more freedom and
flexibil ity In negotiating w i t h
groups between meetings, a proiposal by IFC to change tho Colby
college Constitution, and some comments by Mr. Koonce on his findings as a result of his visiting other
colleges to study their faculty-student relations.
In minor business, Stu-G voted to
suspend reading* of t'ho minutos oif
tho previous meeting unless thoro
was a specific objection at a particular mooting*. A motion to piir'chase a mimoograph machine was
passed and $100 was allotted _or
that purpose. It Is Intended that
each week's minutes will bo mimeographed and aval'Intolo to representatives within a couple of days
nlfter tho meeting.
Potor Constantlneau noted , as he
has almost ovory weak this samestei*, that few people havo boon signing mp for <j ommlttoos such as tho

Faculty-Administrative Committee,
tiie Foreign Student Tutorial Project, Library, Bookstore, Athletic,
and Financial Aid Committees, Any
student who desires may work on
those committees by getting in
touch with Peter , Those who sign
up will be screened by the (Academic Life Committee or the (Exocutivo (Board. At present, the only
way to got in touch v/ith "Constantin eau is to leave a note with Poter
Joseph in the Spa.
Jolui MeClai n reported that (Big
Brother and the Holding Company
will not perform nit Colby bocauso
they received a better o-ffor elsewhere. (Ho felt that he could havo
gotten thorn h a'd he boon abb to
negotiate on his own without waiting tfor tho n ext Stu-G •mooting*.
Mike Mesorvo moved that John bo
given more negotiating authority
in the interim between mo_tlnga
with tho approval o'f tho Executive
Board. Tho motion passed with little vocal opposi tion . John alao stated that he thought '(Homecoming
was n great su'e-coss and looked forward to more concert's In tho iu(Contimiod on page »lx)

Editorials
Money For Political Group s

One of Colby's problems is said to be its isolation from the mainstream ; this week Stu-G took a big step towards comp ounding this
problem b y voting to wi thhold funds fr om all campu s p olitical groups.
Motivated by a desire to be f air to all, Stu-G, by this d ecision, has
d one right by no one, for the net result of Stu-G's action m ay well
be to weaken every political group on campus from the Young
Republicans to R.A.P . We -do not feel that the hindering of these
groups is the way to build a more alive campus.
One does not have to think back very far to recall that it was
R.A.P. that brought (Senator Gruening to Colby and the Young
Republicans who sponsored Governor Chaffee and the voter registration drive of this fall. Although this sort df activity could still be
sponsored by the Academic 'Life Chairman, taking ini tiative and
autonomy away from the variou s groups; it could well have an
enervating effect on these organizations and could in the end cause
their extinction.

It is the right of students to form as many political organizations
represen ting as many shades of opinion as they desire. It is the
obligation of Student Government as the administrator of all student
f u nd s to support fin ancially all of those groups which have an active
membership and a d efinit e program, with out f avor or par tisanship.
Fairness is found in this, not in abstention from responsibilities.
—JN'S, —WHE
*
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*

*

*

Workers Inquiry

Once again the cafeteria workers are back in the news. It seems
that Mr. ©'Conner 's explana tion of why Mrs. Martin was not rehired
is unsatisfactory to several prominent persons; they f eel it is unlik ely
that the lay-off of Mrs. Martin was the result of a misunderstanding.
One thing that does seem clear amid the confusion o'f counter
claims is that there should be a fuller and more precise public account
of the circumstances surrounding Mrs. Martin 's lay-off ; otherwise the
workers will continue to feel that Mrs. Martin was fired to discourage
—WHE
them from reactivating last year's workers association.
*

*

*

-x-

*

A Success

( ji tter*-tar *- * V 4
\X v:*he EtMpr: \
To the Editor:
The Student Handbook 1968-1969
states that "the college expects
students under all circumstances to
conduct themselves honorably. The
principle applies to all aspects of
academic and social life . . . it is
the aim of the college to develop in
every way this responsibility." .(p.
36) Colby then, is under an honor
system. Is this news to you ? I
would venture to guess that this is
the case with most of the men and
women on this campus. If this were
known and practiced, women would
not be out after curfew; men would
not sit in fraternity blocks in examinations and swap answers.
I have lived under an honor system which worked, which was effective in "all aspetets o'f academic
and social life." No one cheated in
examinations, and no one committed a social regulation without reporting herself or being asked to
report to the proper council. This
was partially because my secondary
school was small, but mainly because each girl was thoroughly informed as to the rules under the
system 'and she lived every minute
under the system. Here at Colby,
no one knows that we actually have
an honor system or what the two
words "honor" and "system" mean ;
here it has 'been debased and
stomped upon, laughed at and made
mock of.
I suggest one of two alternatives
to the situation as it exists now.
Either the administration should
abandon its illusion of an "honor
system" (and I put the term in
quotes because that is the only
status it has on the hill ) working
he r e, because it can't without cooperation from the student body.
Or the power that be in Eustis
(or .Stu-G perhaps) should make the
honor system what it really stands
for—not a virtual police state or a
lawless chaos, but an intangible in
between. Do one or the other, but
do not downgrade an institution
which can be very beautiful.
Fin ally, o'f address, oh great
white Ian Spector, wallowing in his
quasi Jgod illusion of grandeur, fin d
my name at the end of this letter
(though I am not the object of last
(Continued on page flvo)

Judy 's Total Involvement

Traveling With Judy

by WATNE ATWOOD NADO
Judy Collins coming down out of
the sky in a little twin engine airplane. Landing and iclimbing out
with seven hundred pounds of flower-power luggage. Briskly taking
charge and whisking her entourage
into waiting cars. Away almost before she came.
'She's managerial. The group is
an interesting one, like characters
out o'f a blip 'collage. Mi'chael looks
moody but is full of fun. He's Mr.
So'l onstage, but a friend from wayback-when off. tArturo is her "persona1! man ager" who is busy being
young and polite. The Evans couple are the come-latelie's, Ch ris and
Susan who .live near Judy in uptown New York. Chris is on the
stuff and keeps watchful. Susan
hovers near Judy.
One sits and listens to Collins'
records and wonders what she is
like as a person . It is difficult to
say from a brief afternoon, but Judy
Collins seems to toe a lively one, demanding the center o'f attention, yet
thoughtful and friendly. She shepherds her little hip flock around with
complete control and they all seem
very much involved with her.
J u dy 'is a 5'5" collec t ion of 125
pounds, which are properly distributed into flaming yellow shirt and
brown bellbottom pants. Hex hair
blows long and bhe omniipresent
blue-colored gypsy ring encircles
her finger. Her skin is pale white

Homecoming 1968 was unquestionably t h e best weekend we
have ever seen at Colby. Financially, as well as sociall y, success was
in the air. Good entertainment was provided at a reasonable cost.
Congratulations to all those involved. Lets make Winter Weekend
just as good.
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Nonsense

The Echo Hierarchy
by TAN SPECTOR

Photo by Pennypa'cker

the state of the world in their editorials. Once a week they get tho
chan'ce to take some of their opinions and make them 'known in two
or three 'paragraphs. All that Is
askod of thorn is that thoy cover
every aspect of tho Issue, bo brief ,
offend no .one, be 'constructive, and
thon igrln when tho poison ponlottors come in during tho following
week.

It has been of some question as
to what Jeff Silversteln and Walter
Effron do for the Colby ECHO.
When asked about this, Effron
quickly came back with "Say
what?" while Silvorstein launched
into ono ,olf 'his famous Perry White
Imitations.
In reality Silvorstcin 's job isn't
too difficult and 'Effroi. doesn 't work
Yet they havo no reason to comtoo hard cither. All thoy have to do plain about 'their lot, they sot paid
is mako tho paper Interesting, write for tholr work. Jeff's salary comos
'two or throe brill iant editorials, to about l'6c an hour and Walter's
and ikoop tho rest of the staff out salary .depends on how much is loft
of tho liable courts on a •weekly in. the pot at tho year's en d CMHot
basis, Joff spends his Mondays try- Jaspin where are you now?), Tho
ing to got some (coherent statements greatest reward however comos
out of the IHJustis building, handing from 'the valuable experience that
out assignments, collecting articles, thoy aro gaining and fcho reputaand thon putting tho whole thing tions thoy are establishing for
into something that rosomtolos a themselves . Effron has been offered
newspaper, With a little help from a position .on tho staff of tho NaWalt and fcho staff , tho paper gets tional Enquirer and Joff expects a
put in shap e by 2 am.
call 'from tho Times any day n ow.
But , then those two hwc tho They havo a routo ifor him some
privilege of giving their views on whore In 'Hoiboiken , New Jersey.

and her enormous blue eyes look
older than her twenty-nine years.
She tries to seem friendly and looks
tired. Those who are used to the
informality and personal contact oif
folk singers such as Joan Baez and
Pete Seeger find Judy to be different. She is now the professional
entertainer.
Soon the group is seated around
a circular table in the plush and
otherwise empty Executive Inn dining room. The conversation is now
ligh t. Friends .out west are mentioned , someone who lives in G-O-d
Hills, Colorado, and is- bhe mayor
of a small 'town in the nether.
Creaking wooden sidewalks, weeds
in the streets . The Dillards (a folk
group) are mentioned; they're
friends. Mich ael stares queerly alt
Judy; she looks aloof , then breaks
un la ughing.
Wha t is Judy Collins? According
to the poll taken by the Boston
Broadside magazine, she is the most
pop ular of female folk singers and
third among all female singers.
What makes her thus? Her talent,
perhaps. She comes from an entertainer 's family and has been trained
in music since the age of six. In
five concerts, the writer has never
heard her sing an off-pitch note.
A n d also, she's intriguing to look
at; she's sexy.
But as much as all this, it's her
choice of material. She sings Cohen, Dylan , Mitchell, L'ightfoot, Collins. The pieces she selects all must
haive particular meaning to her, the
oppression of a personal philosophy.
This has been compared (we 'b elieve quite accurately) with that of
the French poet Baudelaire. These
•following quotes were written in
description o'f Baudelaire 's work,
and \ve find them the most definitive yet encountered of Judy Collins ' philosophy and repertoire .
'Words fusing images and meaning into one." "The efforts and
failures of the faltering will." "Nature as a great storehouse of inference." "The inner and outer world
bound together by mysterious correspondences, " "Marked by a deparato sincerity." In sum, "Sensuous
nuances in beautiful striking imagery." Always exploring, alert 'to tho
new ; this Is tho m agic that binds
us to Judy Collins.
Now it' s the early evening. Judy
appears at 6:10 for a sound check
scheduled for 4:30. Arturo is there ,
placating and enterprising, constinic'ting a 'concert out of a maze
of wires and cables. Ho adjust s fcho
speaker angles. Sho turn s hor guitar , Tho sleepy pianist, Mr. Sol,
carnes In. They play. Brian I-Iarvlllo
splashes them with rod, groon , and
bluo light, Judy breaks a string 'and
swears. Sho goes off Into tho emp ty
bleachers and huddles Into herself
and croons to hor guitar.
Tho concert goes woll, tho audlonoo Is largo and receptive. She
sin gs some favorites such as "Both
Sides Now" and "Marly Morning
Rain ," thon gives thom hor new
(Continued on page flvo)

No Go With No DoughStu-G Votes for Apath y

by J. F.REICHARDT

On the surface, Stu-G's vote restricting appropriations to campus
political organizations makes a
great deal of sense. Governmental
bodies should not finance special
interest groups, especially political
groups—unless there is no other way
that these groups can survive.
¦Political activity on the Colby
campus hardly exists. It has .been
only in the last year that strong
organizations have asserted themselves. Last year, Radical Action
Project (RAP) , and the Colby
Young Republicans got off the
ground. This year the Indian Affairs
Committee of the Inter-faith Association , the Committee on White
Racism, and the Young Democrats
have appeared on campus. RAP and
the Young Republicans depend on
Stu-G for their existence. If the
three new organizations plan to
do anything of value, they too will
need the financial backing of the

Frat Social
Calendar

Saturday, November Z—
Post-game, Pi Lambda Phi, Party
PLP and freshmen only.
8:45, PLP, Party, PLP and freshmen only.
8:45, Zeta Psi, Party, .open to all
except freshmen.
8:30, Lambda Chi Alpha, Party,
open to LCA and freshmen only.

Student Government.
One of the greatest problems at
Colby is the political apathy o'f the
student body. There is very little
concern for current happenings off
Mayflower Hill. Every one of the
aforementioned organizations is doing something about this apathy.
RAlP 'has ibeen the local focal point
for dissent on the Vietnam War,
and has led the fight to abolish the
Vacation Cut 'Fine. The Republicans have engaged in a voter registration drive, and have sponsored
such diverse speakers on campus
as Rhode Island Governor Joh n
Chafee, and Maine Republican Party Chairman Cyril <M. Joly, Jr. The
Indian Affairs Committee is engaged in a program to lobby the
next state legislature to improve
the lot of the Passamaquoddy 'Indians -who live on a reservation in
the northern part of the state. The
Committee on White Racism is
working toward attracting students
of a greater ethnic background to
Colby. The Young Democrats plan
to sponsor the same sort of activities on campus as have the Republicans.
To provide increased awareness
of the "world outside", these organizations are essential to the Colby community. While it is true that
speakers can be brought to Colby
through the auspices of the Academic Life Chairman, there is no

way that most of these organizations can raise money for their basic expenses such as phone calls,
postage, stationery, mimeography,
etc.
Anthony Maramarco, Chairman
of the Colby Young Democrats, said
upon being informed of the council's action, "we were just getting
off the ground , but I guess now
we'll have to reexamine our future."
One observer at the Stu-G meeting at which the motion was passed
said that the council action was
"incredible. This action will serve
to stiffle the efforts of those students who have the most to offer
Colby."
Political organizations such as
the Democrats and the Republicans
should do their best to find outside
financial assistance, but Stu-G
should supplement their activities
so they will provide alternative
views to the campus. Other organizations who do not have the resources to tap must be supported
by Student Government.
As Bill Antonucci , campus National Student Association Representative put it, "One of the primary concerns of an individu al's
life is politics. An interest in politics
is severely lacking at Colby now."
The move by Student Government
to cut partisan political expression
was a "stupid move."

Dial - A - Date
Ext. 432

by CATHIE JOSLYN
Every night of the week, Pam
Fallon and Anne Kendall are kept
busy answering extension 432 with
"Dial-a-'Date". What started out
three weeks ago as a joke among
Pam and freshmen who were asking
her to set them up with dates, has
mushroomed into one o'f the most
interesting enterprises on campus.
"We don 't pretend to be 'comp ut ers to ma'tch up the most icomnpati'ble dates," says Pam, "but we
do check every couple out with
people who know them , to make
sure the couple will have something
in common."
Until now, the girls have simply
cat al o gue d th e i r custom ers by name
and residence, but they hope eventually to match interests through
the use of questionnaires sent to
the people listed in their files,
Whe th er o ne p ref ers an i ntel lectual
comp an i on , or one who smokes, or
Is tall or short, will be taken into
consideration by the new system,
Under it, Pam , f ounder and manager of Dial-a-'Date, an'd Anne, secretar y in charge of complaints, wi ll
bo assisted in tho advertising department by Paul Hecht and Bill
Madden,
People wishing to contact Diala-iDate should sign up on tho sheets
p oste d In th e d orms , or call extension 432 before midnight.
'Some amusing incidents havo occurred. A fraternity called for five
girls for an evening, also the girls
havo been bothered by a few crank
calls, "But it's boon a lot of ifun ,"
accord ing to Anno, an d it seems
that Dia'l-a-Dato Is hor to stay.
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Colby's Football Fortunes Were Better Then
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Shongaver : St. Anthony Plagued by Demons

Graphics Arts
Greets Colby

Language of the Print ," an exhibition of graphic art spanning
five centuries, will open at Colby
College Wednesday, Nov. 6.
The exhibition, which will continue until Dec. 1 presents a selection of approximately 70 prints from
the private collection of Donal H.
Karshan , President of the recently
formed Museum of Graphic Art in
New York City.
Word from that Art Department
is that "The exhibition offers an
unusual opportunity to see a number of rare master prints from all
periods , including examples by artists ranging in time and style fro m
Durer and Rembrandt to ToulouseLautrec and Cezanne. We are indeed privileged to have the opportunity to make it available to a
wider public."

Fraternities Today

Two Sys tems Contra ste d
Williams & Co lby
by DAN WOLOSHEN

—ton opportunities aro available to operate as the powerful campus

Not l on g a go , debate flourished express that desire—with little harm force, ostracizing from campus life

at Colby regarding tho relevance of
fraternities to the school's social
and academic life. Words like antiint el lectua l, abolition and parochialism were commonplace on the lips
of students and weekly in the Echo.
Tho value of fraternities is still
a vali d subject for discussion—but ,
t o a lar ge extent , Colby is rising
above the rancor, providing for itself an environment in which almost all el ements, with almost any
inter est, can co-e.xlst happily and
peacefully, A now admission policy
has given to Colby tlie now lease
on life as students start trickling
In who havo no need for tho typo
of .porpoutal cohoslvonoss a fraternity provides. Organisations like
Eidos, Po'q uod , Powder and Wi'ff,
etc., become moans of expressing
ones elf—and belonging to a vltitil
group of people—while not being
tied Inflextbly to anyone or anyth ing, With tho dormitory system
tho way It is, co-od and constructlvo , a fraternity house as a '"houso"
for many, Is mean ingless. For those
who still fool thoy want a f raternity

done to the community. Both independents (and that includes many
women) and fraternity people can
play a significant role In making
Colby a unique and exciting place
to bo, If fraternities die, it will be
of internal malaise—not external
(a dministration) hatcheting.
Several weeks ago the Williams
College trustees decided to ask tho
six remaining fraternities there to
"wind up their activities as soon
as p ossi bl e, to term inate all rushing and pledging activities." With
a nascent residential housing system , tho imminent advent of girls
('perhaps from Vassal*) and considerations of an 'undergraduate life
committoo tho administration has
taken it upon its authoritarian self
to abolish fratorn Itlos with tho Idea
that In doing so tho campus will
bo liberated,
Fraternities at Williams failed for
several reasons, Ono Is that they
woro unn lblo to fool tho surge of tho
coming high title during the period
of low tide. When .pressures on
thorn wore minimal , thoy would

those who would not belong, To a
lesser degree, this is how fraternities nt Colby once functioned. But
when pressures arose Colby frats
—often grudgingly, gave way—
opening up parties and permitting
the houses to be used for debates,
etc, (cite LOA and dissenter dispute Inst year) . Colby had tho maturity to deal with tho problems
that arose. Fraternities at Williams
it seems were more stubborn.
But that Wi lliams is an all male
school surrounded by, yet isolated
from tho "new mora li ty", fraternities served the important function of a brotherly dating service
—Jack doosn 't have n date for
Wlntor Carnival—tho problem Is
quickly rectified by a phono call to
Michiga n whore John 's sister has
a girlfrien d.
This Is not foreign to Colby fraternities but neither Is it a raison
d' etre,
That Williams is opening tho act ivities o'f tho college to all students
on t h o b as i s of Inter ests , tal ents
(Continued on page six)

Organized by the Bowdoin College Museum of Art , the exhibition
will tour other museums and colleges during 1968 and 1969, i ncluding the Addison Gallery of American Art at Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass.; and the Munsor Williams-Proctor Institute in Utica,
N.Y.
Other participating museums include the Lament Gallery, Exeter,
N.;H.; Lyman Allyn Museum, New
London , Conn.; Robert Hull Fleming Museum, Burlington, Vt. ;and
University of Delaware Art Gallery.
Mr, Karshan will give a lecture
in connection with the exhibition
at the opening previ ew Wednesday
evening, Nov. 6 at 8:_ 5 pm in Given
Auditorium. iHis topic will! be
"Graphic Art: A Collector's Viewpoint."
A private collector for many
years, Mr. Karshan has recently
written an article on the history
of American graphic arts for "Art
in America" magazine. "I am happy
that examples from my collection
can be seen by a large number of
young people—especially students
an d art i sts ," Mr. Karsha n said, "I
never cease to bc amazed at tho
concentrated power of the message generated by fine prints. The
scale and directness of a fine print
can reach the viewer in a way t hat
paintings cannot ," Mr. Kar sha n
added,
A large , illustrated catalogue is
being published In connection with
the exhibition and will bo available
at tho Jotto Gallery.
In the preface to the catalogue,
A. Hyatt Mayor, Curator Emer i tu s
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art ,
points out the wide scope of the
Karshan collection which ranges
"across tho whole spread of time
an d mood,"
Tho exhibition will present an unmatched opportunity for viewers to
confront prints done in various
tec h n iq ues , such as etching, engraving and llthogrolphy, Of added interest is tho juxtaposition o'f pairs
of prints which contrast and complement each other,
It is hoped that everyone interested In the gra phic arts will bo
able to visit the exhibition and see
for themselves h ow poweriful the
language oif tho print can bc.

MULE
KICKS

1 Win, 1 Loss, 1 Tie

''Bowdoin Day " went much as
expected for the various Mule
squads. Our underdog football
team kept their record unblemished by a victory, the toss-up soccer game ended in a tie , and our
valiant runners, as usual , cam e up
with a big win.

Runners win

Colby's Olympian Subs Mamo
by Jay Gallagher
Our man in Mexico City, Subs Mamo, returned to the campu s
last week , unadorned with medals, but enriched by this, hi s second
Ol ymp ic experience.
He partici pated in the 800 meters, finishing fif t h in his h eat,
with his best-ever time of 1:49.7. Al t h oug h hi s t ime f or the 1500
(3 :51) didn 't meet the Olymp ic qualif ying standard , it represents
easil y his best time at that distance and is full y f our seconds better
than his effort at Tokyo.
Most of the Colby track community was surprised to learn that
Subs chose to compete at these distances , rather than something
longer , like the 5,000 meters. He explained that his late start in
training was the reason, Because of some bureaucratic oversight ,
Subs didn 't get his plane ticket to go home until Jul y 28. He spent
the first two months of the summer on the Cape at South Yarmouth
as a councillor at a boys camp, h aving a pretty good time, but not
doing much running. Thus the coach of the Ethiopian team , Negussie
Roba , didn 't think thai Colb y 's greatest all-time runner had time to
get in the kind o( condition needed to run a good distance race.

by FRANK APANTAJKU
It was wintry cold on Saturday
and the wind atop the Hill made
sunning gruesome and painful. It
was under these conditions that
the running Mules recorded double
victo ry over Bowdoin College freshman and Varsity cross country
teams.
Burt Butler (yet to lose) continued his domination of the frosh
cross country races. He was first
across the tape in 14 minutes and
Colby's Rich Pournier and Bob
Hillary came in 4th and 5th respectively to give Colby an aggregate of 21 points to Bowdoin 's 40.
Tom Maynard, always the first
Colby runner across the -finishing
line, but never in first position, recorded his first victory of the season as he breasted the tape at the
end of the grueling 4 miles in 22
minutes 19 seconds. Bob French,
Gary Burfoot and Craig Johnson
followed, ia rapid succession and
Wilson, running in ninth were the
fi rst five Colbians in. Tlie Mules
thus accumulated 19 points to Bowdoin 's 38, and thus ruined Bowdoin 's
chance for its first undefeated season ever. Statistically, the varsity
team has a 6-3-1 record.

Booters Tie, 2-2

by CRAIG DICKINSON
It was a rough week 'for Colby's
varsity soccer team as they suffered a humiliating 5-0 defeat at the
ha n d s o'f Mai n e, and were forced to
settle 'for 2-2 tie wi th rival Bowdoin '.
A's a result, the Mules have to win
all o'f their four remaining games if
they are to have a shot at the
Maine state title.
After their poor showing at Orono , the Mules continued their erratic ways against Bowdoin. An un— ETHIOPIAN' WORKOUTS —
defeated Polar Bear squad found
Onc e 'Subs arrived home, though , he worked—and worked. For th emselves behind 1-0 early in the
most of the month of August , the team worked out twice a day, first quarter on a goal scored
d oing sp eed w o rk in t h e m o rning and di sta n ce in t he afternoon , or against them by their own fullvice-versa. The other members of the team who Subs was working back, (Artie White received credit
for the goal.) There was no further
out with , in cluding gold-and-silvcr medal winner Mamo Wolde, were
scoring in the first half , •mn.in'ly due
all either soldiers or policemen who work out hard year round, and to tho excellent defensive work o'f
who had been attending formal training sessions for three months. Stu Giles, Don Clark , and Jack
For the last month of training, the site was transferred from Addis Wood,
Halfback Frank Apantaku put
Abbaba (elevation : approx . 6,000 f t.) to Asmara , 1200 mil es nor t h
Colby
on top 2-0 in the third quarof and 1,000 f ee t high er than t he n at ion 's cap ital. Here the workouts
ter on a ibeautiful shot from a'bout
bega n to taper off , and Sub s r ound ed into shap e,
15 yards out. With a strong wind
at
thoir backs, Bowdoin kept prosThe Ethiop ian team arrived in Mexico City on September 24,
sing
until they finally netted a
and Su b s imm edia t el y started on speed work , bu t his chronic Achilles'
goal by knockin g the 'bal l out of
tendon problem hindered 'his progress, but not enou gh to prevent him goalie Larry Kassman's
hand niter
from r u n n i n g the best #00 meters of his life when lie was called u pon ho appeared to have possession . The
lo run.

Bill Buckner Shaking a Bowdoin Hand
Polar Bears scored again early in
the four th quarter , and after two
five minute overtimes, the game
ended in a tie.
The Mules will be out to avenge
their trouncing of ten days ago
when they face Maine tomorrow.
The final homo game of the year
begin s at 12:30.

6th Loss In I Row
by 5>AVID REA
Last Saturday, they Mules were defeated 17-0 by Bowdoin before a
largo and hopeful Homecoming
throng at Seavems Field. As has
been the case in recent weeks, the
Colby squad was outplayed from
the opening whistle, looking adequate defensively, but impotent
when they had the ball .
Midway in the first quarter , the
Polar Bears found themselves on
the Colby 20 yard line when the
gusty winds blew a Mule punt backwards and gave Bowdoin good field
posi tion. Still , the Colby defense
held and Bowdoin had to settle for
a field goal by Dan Delahan ty from
the 20 yard line, In the second
q u ar t er , Bowdoin inarched down
the field 47 yards, culminating in
the first Polar Bear touchdown of
the day on a five yard pass from
John Benson to the split end Bruce
Wormell who was all alone . Meanwhile , the Mules wore unable to do
any thing offensively. The Colby
running game was so bottled up by
the Bowdoin forward lin o that
HMHM-—MMM-iknr_i *Tirif ivwiiii -ii'tiii _rr_ n-Tnm _wniiii» n in nw

ECHO
SPORTS

"PROBLEM OLYMPICS"

Al t houg h the XIX Ol ymp iad was nicknam ed t he "Problem
Ol ymp ics ", 'Subs f o und v e ry lit tle to get disturbed about. The altitude ,
he says , wa sn 't as much of a factor as the news media claimed. But
b ecaus e of all t he publi ci t y it: received , i t became more of a psychological tha n ph ysiolog i cal pr obl em Racial and political demonstralions , whi ch surr ound e d t h e Gam es, didn 't intrude on them very
mu ch, The Smith-Carlos incident caused onl y a min or ri pple in the
Ol ymp ic Village , a plac e wh ich (he genial Ethiopian found unusuall y
wa rm and friendl y.

Subs made friends with some students from the Nationa.1 University, wh o it was feared migh t try to d isrupt the games, He saw
first-hand the festering slums which pervad e Mexico City, thus getlin g an insi gh t wh y his fri ends considere d the huge expenditure of
fund s on the Ol ymp ic Games lo be such a heinous waste. Demonstrations were ca lled off during the Games th emselves, however.
Hi s grea test thri ll in Mexico City was seeing his fellow* Africans
do so well , After all the controversy over the expulsion of Sourri
Afri ca , i t was indeed pl easing to the Africans that they responded

Ron Lupton Grinds It Out

rookie quarterback Mike Smith had
to start throwing the hail. Smith
completed a respectable 11 of 26
passes, taut the Bowdoin secondary
managed to intercept five o'f them
and stopped many Colby drives , before they even got started.
Af ter an uneventful third quarter , which featured a defensive display by bo th teams, Bowdoin took
the ball on its own _4 yard line

Tom Maynard Wins vs Bowdoin
and , six plays later , Benson sprint-

ed around right end for the last
score of the day. Late in the last
frame, the aggressive Mule defensive unit recovered a Bowdoin fumble on tho Polar Bear 14 yard line,
but the offense could only advance
the ball as far as the 7.
Tomorrow in the lnst home Riimc
of the current season, Colby w ill
face Maine Maritime Academy. Tiw.
chnnces for a Mulo victory seem
sli m , espoeiiilly since Maine Maritime is 3-2 on the your and just
barely lost to Norwich , a team tlmt
comiilotcly devastated Colby a
month ngo. Just the same, look for
a lot of surprises In Saturday 's
Kimm since tho youthful Mule squad
does not consider that initial victory to be completely out of roach.

WAA Tennis,
Hockey Results

The women 's field hockey toatn
fi nished their season with a 4-3
record. The University of Maine
knocked our girls off, as did Aroostook , hut Corham and Farmington
found us to be too much to handle,
In the Gorlmm game, Sue -Harding
and Janice Dlgimm woro tho 'big
guns , scoring 8* nnd 2 goal respectively .
In tonnis action , Gorham edged
the female Mules, 3-2. Andy Gamberg's smashing singles triumph
wasn't enough , as Gorh am displayed superior depth, At tho Univers i ty of Maine 's Sports Dny, Knntlln Anderson , recently featured In
tho "Faces In the Crowd" section of
Sports llliiHlruted , easily won hor
si ngles match.

LATE SPO RTS

IFL REPORT

The 1968 IFL football season concluded last Sunday with the playing of the first annual All-Star
game. The teams could not be divided along conference lines, since
most of the Central Division didn 't
show up. So the teams were : DU,
DKE, and RLP vs. __DR , ADP,
PDT, and the Indies. The former
was victorious, 19-13.

MULE KICKS
( Continued from pag e four )

with a very impressive showing, which was so beautifull y capped off
b y Ki pjoe Kieno 's upset of Jim R yun on the last day of track and
held competition in the "glam our even t," the 1500 meters.
Coining back to school at mid-semester, Subs is ineli gible f or
In the first state cross-country Jack Scholz's varsity soccer team
varsity competition, until January. It 's probabl y j ust as well , since he's
meet held since 1950, held at Bow- kep t their state title hopes alive
doin Tuesday, Colby finished sec- Tuesday with a stunning 4-2 upset
try ing to get credit for two courses. Until then , he 'll be doing a lot
ond to Bates. The scores were Bates of Bates. The Mules beat Bates at
of j ogg ing, taking a lot of saunas , and looking forward to inter35, Colby 56, Bowdoin 62, and [Maine their own type Of game, playing an
colleg iate , rather than Ol ympic , competition. But j ust being at the
extremely hard game of soccer.
66.
Pete Constantineau started the Games was a rewarding experience , and he considers his tri p home,
Bill Turner of the University of Craig Johnson was 17th
, coming in scoring, taking a ten-yard scoring paid f or b y the Ethiop ian government
, as his gold medal .
Maine was the first runner to com- at 19:00. Paul Liming
and Bob Wil- toss rfrom Bob Rudnick in the first
plete the short 4-mile 'course, his son finished 21st and 24th,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
respec- quarter. But the next thre e TD's
i looked ij ito thoroughly. The reason
time ibeing 17:49. The first Mhile to tively.
(Continued
from
page
two)
I his daughter left was because she
came from the arm of Jay Dworcross the finish line was Tern Mayweek'
s
commandments
from
the
I planned to get married. Marriage
The Mules ran reasonably well, kin , two of them to his favorite mountain) .
nard, who cmade the circuit around
i does not seem to us to be a form
Bowdoin's golf course in 18:08. The but the fiat course was to their dis- regular-season receiver, Doug Re:nMartha
AM.
Smith
of "the moral disintegration " that
rest of Dick Wotruba's charges fin- advantage, since our course is so hardt , and the deciding one to Dave
*
!!•
*
1"
Dr. Squires refers to , unless marished hunched close together, as hilly. Bates was obviously the class Iverson. The final tally -was regisriage ha-, evolved to such a state.
Dear Editor:
they have all season. Bod French of the field, and Colby had to fight tered in the fourth quarter , as Lc-u
The item "Jacobs Socks It To We do not feel that this one examwas 10th in 18:27, Ernie Simpson off determined challenges from tooth Gordon was on the receiving end
'Em" in the Echo of Octoher 25, ple is grounds for categorizing Colof
a
Boh
Rudnick
bomb.
12th at 18:35, Gary SBurfioot 13th , of the other teams to hold onto
1968 , started me wondering about by as a place where only "Superone second 'behind Simpson, and second.
Overall, the game was very well several things. I couldn 't help but human characters " can endure.
played, considering that the play- wonder about the amazing lack of
We know our parents will be furers had never worked together in tact displayed by a professor. I also ious when they read this. What
these particular combinations be- wondered about the bitterness and parent wouldn 't? This could lead to
fore. Mike Self and Pete Hoffman, resentment harbored 'by some stu- students really being withdrawn for
arrayed against one another, hit dents. Most of all, I started won- the reasons listed , which are not
with authority. Everyone who par- dering—and continued to wonder— true. There is sex everywhere, but
ticipated hustled , and gave a good why professors and students who that does not mean that everyone
account of themselves.
"find fault with almost every as- Will "undergo a severe degree of
pect of Colby College life " continue moral disintegration."
to stay at Colby.
And why object to black power
Pete Gilfoy got Colby rolling on
militants and even communists?
J. Kempers
a beautiful head shot early in the
Department of Modern That is the world of today, and one
first quarter. The Mules scored
doesn't come to college just to read
Foreign Languages
again in the second quarter on Bill
books.
*
*
*
*
Buckner's sixth goal of the year to
We thin-'K something must be done
take a 2-0 halftime lead. But the Editor of the Echo :
to
correct this false impression that
This is in response to the letter
highly-rated Bates squad roared
parents
and prospective students
back with two quick goals in the from Dr. Squires in the last issue
could
receive
from this letter.
third quarter to tie the Mules. Then of the Echo . We feel it showed ex(Names
Withheld by request)
it was co-'captain Mickey Jaiko -wh o tremely poor taste for this to have
took charge, scoring the go ahead been printed. The facts were not
goal on a penalty kick, and a fourth
be to simply say we ve never seen
quarter insurance goal to put the
so
many h appy people at Colby beMike Smith Throws Against the Wind
game on ice.
fore , all together , all at once. Some
popular you must change, hold a lot. But still the west is my first people just wen t out and walked
TRAVELING WITH JUDY
love. The Rockies. I listen to rec- around in the nigh t and though t
(Continued from page two)
people's imaginations."
material whi'ch they ve never heard
We inquire about her latest al- ords a lot. Beethoven , Bach , Dylan. about it. Specifically, Judy Collins'
Member oi the
before. They like it; they love Judy. bum. "About a month, in late No- I like Tom Rush and Tom Paxton." craftsmanship, taste, and 'musical
FEDERAL. DEPOSIT
.Late at night, it's all over. 'Judy vember. Th at's Elektra's decision, 1 How long will she continue to do self-discipline are rare if not
INSURANCE CORPORATION
is tired , but she talks a little. We don 't know. It's different. There are what's she doing? "A few more unique. She sings to your mind. She
ask her iwhy she does it, this icon- a eouple of new Joni songs on it years. When it's over, I'll know it. turns on your hip and douses your
cert circuit life. She smiles and (Joni Mitchell) . 'Like 'Chelsea (Morn- Recording only one album a year cool. "And a good time was had
says, "_t's what I know. IMJy talents ing.' Dave van Ronk did it last has helped, People aren 't glutted. by all . . ." Thanks go to John Mcneed to be used Ibecause I feel a year (recorded it), hut we're doing They still anticipate. When the trav- Clain for arranging it.
need to 'communicate to peopQe. It's it differently. The Dylan thing . . . el is too much , I'll stop. Maybe
show 'business and ray image is the 'Immigrant' song. And a couple someday I just won't >be asked to
somewhat (contrived. It has to be of my own songs; 'My Father Prom- anymore."
Doesn 't she think that someone
that way. But when I'm singing, I' m ised Us We'd 'Live in Paris.' My
myse_f.
played
should
pack up Colby College and
these
people
here,
involved. I'm revealing
It'* band ,
"being
and
we
used
a
studio
move
it
som ewhere near civilizalike
naked up there . . . all backup on it ,
i_
previous
tion?
"Just
fly ibigger airplanes up
they ensemlb'le on it like the
those people out there . . .
¦
r
es
here. Oh , how windy t h a t was!
don't
pe' ct I can't foe naked an'd two albunms."
t h e conce rt won't work. But when We ask her what her interests Chris 'kept twisting his fingers, and
it works, there's satisfaction in giv- aro. "People. Singing. I like to read. peering way down , and suddenly
ing them something I've found of I read a lot of Thomas Hardy. Tol- it would jolt!"
The interview is over as wel l as
kein. To hike and he near the sea
value . . . the songs."
We as'ked her why hor music ap- New York 'City makes it easy to the concert. Perhaps the most copeals iparti'cularly to younger peo- get up to the (Martha's) Vineyard gent "review" of tho concert would
ple. "Oh , Ibecause I thln 'k there 's a
searching in It. Like that line 3n
i
'Both Sides Now'; It goes , 'It's life's
Illusions I recall, I really don 't know
life at all.' Young people are searching for reality, or for themselves.
And because it's good poetry. Joni
Mitchell and Dylan and (Leonard
Cohen , they' re all good poets. Thoy
mak e you crawl Into their work,
got personally involved. Those are
tho songs I sing."
Wo ask hor about her littl e toand ,
if it will moan a now phase in hor
singing. "It may, I d on 't 'know yet.
We've only ib oon together simce
Juno, Ch ris lives near mo In (New
York. We'd spend evenings and
improvise, It sounded good, Michael is an old ifrlend , Wo'ro gohvg to
uso his organ imoro, It's not a mew
phase yot, jus 't a change. To stay
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FRATERNITIES TODAY
(Continued from page three)
and capacity to contribute as individuals—not reserved to any selfperpetuating school organization ,"
appears quite .progressive. Fraternities at Williams have (spurious
authority) though history may be
not it seems as revealed by its history, been adequate enough to counterbalance thei r divisive effects on
other aspects of college life. The
value of the man to this progress
is indeed questionable.
What is particularly interes ting
is that with the exception o'f one
house (the alumni association of
which is filing suit on the grounds
of violation of civil liberty) most of
the fraternities are resig-ned to their
fate. It seems that their loyalty to
the college is greater than to the
fraternities.
This latter point is important.
It is hoped that the bulk of Colby
men will remain loyal to this school
after graduation rather than to the

-NOW

house—this is not always the case.
In this sense fratern ities are divisive. But as Qong as the community
•in residence is satisfied with the
situation and rectification comes
fro m within we at Colby can look
at Williams smiling slyly—are proud
that our problems can be handled
less painfully than theirs. This writer is aware ,o:f the significant differences between the schools, but a
comparative look at the waiy in
which the fraternity situations have
been handled indicates Colby's
greater progress in creating a harmonious atmosphere where constructive criticism over a period of
time can lead to a change without
abolition. In this atmosphere, were
a radically new system of livinglearning to be proposed that would
maike fraternities completely irrelevant (a result which would be
the malaise referred to earlier)—
the brothers would probalb'ly see
the ligh t themselves and on their
own initiative disband.

PLAYI NG-

At 7 and 9:30 ; Sat. Mat . 1:30 ; Sun. Cont. 1:30

Here 's what they 're
saying about 'Helga '

"I' m a nurse , but I was
still shoc ked " Ruth HilIer

" I should have seen
it when I was 16."

Ella Fitz, Spinste.

J.B. j r., U.S. Navy / ¦
¦/S ^^^
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STU-G NOTES
(Continued from page one)
ture. Financially, there was a loss
of aifaout $300 for the weekend.

The freshman college year should
be a breathing-spell of orientation
A -motion was entertained to the
rather than intensiv e academic
effect that Stu-G should not finan study, according to a 66-page recially subsidize camipus political
port released by the Committee for
organizations.
Debate
centered
The Student in Higher Education.
around the question of what conFunds for the survey booklet , "The
stituted a "political organization".
Student in Higher Education ," came
No firm decision was made on this
from
the Hazen Foundation of New
point (see article about this quesHaven,
Conn.
tion on page 3). Thirteen pro and
The report recon_mends:
thirteen con votes were recorded
1. More research on the educawith two ' aibstentions. President
tional application of developmental
Henry Thompson broke the tie and
psychology and provision for a libthe motion passed.
eral education for those "who score
Vice 'President Rob Rudnick re- relatively low on the IQ scale.
2. "No matter how much it may
ported that the IFC proposed a
change in the Colby College Con- confuse schedules or course loads ,
stitution (Article HI — Judiciary, and no matter how many new facProcedure, section II, paragraph 2, ulty must be hired , colleges should
sentence 1). His proposal was that strive to have as many individual
IFC, as a judicial body should han- seminars or tutorial s and as few
dle not only eases 'dealing with large lecture-hall classes as posgroup responsibility on the part of sible.
3. Competition in all colleges must
fraternities, tout also with individual culpability. Only 9 pro votes be reduced. Grades should be opwere registered , not sufficient to tional, and students should be permeet the two-thirds majority re- mitted to take courses on a "passquirement and the motion was re- fail" basis if they desire.
j ected.
4. "A new kind of faculty must
appear, composed o'f men and womMr. Koonce's comments centered en whose primary concern is the
around his travels to such schools facilitation of the learning experas UMass, Williams, Wesleyan, iences
o'f students, and helping
Yale, B;U. and Amherst. He is con- them derive personal meaning from
cerned with the creation of smaller those experiences." A goo'd many of
units in which there are stronger these teachers shoufld not be from
student-faculty relations. He men- the academic community at all but
tioned several different programs the workaday world.
he had observed. He used Project
5. "The power of the professional
Ten at the University of Massachu - academic guilds over undergraduate
setts as a norm , describing their instruction should be broken. Faccombined dorm-classroom situation. ulty veto groups, however powerful,
He summarized by noting that he can no longer be permitted to Mock
felt more interaction between fac- reform in undergraduate education,
ulty and students to be a desirable or to specify what educational exgoal.
periences a young person should
The meeting dragged on for ap- have before he is admitted to gradproximately two hours, much to the uate school."
The report says students should
dismay of those who complain each
week that meetings should be short- have increased power in educational
er. For two hours, not an awful lot policy-'making because "they do
was accomplished. Let's hope that have insigh t into the meaning of
the 120-150 seconds save d by not their educational experiences which
reading the minutes each week is a ought to be important in making
. , . administrative decisions."
step in the righ t direction.
"Student representation at the
very
highest governing levels off the
II
college—even on the board o'f trustees, if possible—is also necessary
to prevent . . . the repetition o'f
student victimization by the professional guilds and the college administrators."

Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
See
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'Cooki e* Michael

Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WAT E RVILL E, MAINE
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Lalime 's
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Gallert
Shoe Store

51 Main Street
Waterv ille, Ma ine
— Charge Accounts —
Quality Footwear for 107 Years

Ronald F. Lalime, lt.Ph.
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35 Main Street
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Phone 873-0523
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In addition , "wide democratization " of rule-making and enforcing
on the ' campus must be undertaken
and should be done "with good
grace rather than as a result of
ever-increasing student pressure."
(Furthermore, the report emphasized, all administrative personnel,
from the highest to the lowest level,
must play a larger role in education "because they are the ,ones the
students most frequently deal with."
"One wonders how much oif the
student unrest," the report commented, "could be attributed to authoritarian, police, rude clerks, hostile and unfriendly secretaries and
testy tellers. If the institution as a
whole is devoted to pr.oimoting the
full human development o'f its students, then all o'f its personnel
should be trained to understand
the needs of this development.
The committee urged that undergraduate education should be made
more flexible so that students who
need or want time off to work or do
other things should not be penalized en route to their A.!B. degrees.
Colleges and universities have
shown little inclination to ease up
on "the tyranny of prerequisites
and sequences of courses" so that
"he who departs from the straight
and narrow path to graduation is
expected to pay severe penalties for
his idiosyncratic behavior."
Conversely, the timae the students
take off from college work "is more
likely to contribute to their development and increase their interest
in professional training," the committee noted.
"The committee is under an illusion that any or all of Its recommendations will provide the answer
to the boredom , frustration, apathy,
bitterne'ss, and alienation which
many observers find characteristic
o'f college students today," the report said.
"The roots of these problems are
in our culture, and educational reform cannot by itself change a
whole culture. But our recommendations provide material for beginning an educational reform that
would open to the student the possibility of improving our society and
its culture. A good education ough t
not to be expected, to provide all
the answers, but at least it can
offer the raw material for vision
and hope."
The report also recommends that
volunteer service in the Peace
Corps, V ista , and other similar .projects be more closely integrated with
a college education "before the volunteer era ends in complete disillusionment."

"HEART OF MAINE"

Al Corey
Music Center
Oft MAIN STREET

Mumhnr Federal Dopogit

Exerything In Music

Insurance Corp.

872-5033

COLBY SPECIALS

3 EGGS ANY STYLE
Home Fries , Toast and Coffee or Milk
ROAST BEEF
$1.35
ALL YO U CAN EAT

75c

JOE & ELEANOR'S RESTAURANT
28 M AI N STREET

WATERVILLE

Existentialism vs Judaism

Rabbi Berent Speaks

iRaibbi David Berent .of Temple
Beth Jacob in Lewiston, Maine, will
speak on "Existentialism vs Judaism" this Sunday, Nov. 3 at 8 pm
in Given Auditorium. He is sponsored by Hillel and the Jewish
Chautauqua Society, -an organization whidh attemp'ts to create better understanding of JeWs and Judaism, through education.
Rabbi Berent was graduated from
City College of New York and

Rabbi David Berent

Tealchers College, Columbia University. He also studied at Dropsie College in Philadelphia and was ordained from Yeshiva Btz Chaim in
MTontreaux, Switzerland in 1933.
IRaJbbi Berent is a member of the
Governor's Committee for Veterans
Affairs, the Child Health and Welfare Commission, and an associate
m-ember oif the Board of Religion
and Mental Health Association. He
serves as N.E. Regional Director o'f
the Mental Health Association. The
Rabbi was awarded an Honorary
Doctor of Humanities Degree from
Nasson College, Springvale, Maine
in 1957.
Rabbi Berent was elected outstanding citizen o'f the year by the
Lewiston Lodge Of Elks. In 1959
he won the George Washington
Medal from the Freed-om Foundation for his address .on American
Citizenship, and in 1962 was awarded a citation from the Freeedom
Foundation for a second address
submitted on Citizenship. In 1952
he was awarded the Silver Beaver
by the Boy Scouts of America, one
o'f the highest awards the Boy
Scouts can offer. He is grand chaplain of the Grand Lodge of the
Masonic Order of Maine.

BAKBAREIAA

Or How Man Advanced Backward

by TBRKIT BOYLE
"Barbarella," the
psychedelia
wench of 40,000 A.D., floats into the
vaicuum o'f the movie screen heavily
olad in a 'cumbersome foaon rubber
space suit. Two minutes and "Love
is the password" later, Jane Fonda
(minus bhe space suit) blushingly
accepts orders from the president
of the 'Earth Republic. Her mission:
caipture the evil scientist DuranDuran , devilishly, melodramatically
played by Milo O'Shea, and his
universe-destroying Positronic Ray.
The plot , in ,capsule form , is a
sort of elementary adventure story,
wherein the heroine's naivete and
innocence repeatedly rescues her
from the forces of evil. It fulfills
all the physical requirements of
good science fiction; having an impressive ''lost in a magnetic storm"
scene, an even (better "take me to
your leader"' episode with evilminded ten-year-olds, and a formidable army of "Leathermen" robots
to guard the Black Queen Tyrant
and her City of Evil . In a Un ivers e
that has heen ipacified for thousands
of y ears , Spa ce M iss Bar b arel la i s
forced to resort to barbaric dependence upon weapons for survival...
the anachronism,
To look at "Bartoarella" literally
is to lose faith in the mind of man.
Tho dialogue is absurd and incoherent ; the iplot is hackneyed and
trite , and the symbolism is too obvious to he subtle. Jane Fonda plays
hor "dumb blond" role well ; her
lines come across with their intended out-of-contcxt humor. Examples:
locked In a cage, she is being attacked /by offspring of Alfred Hitchcock' s bird s (who havo dyed their
feathers to protect tho Innocent)
mid says resignedly, "Oh, this is

much too poetic a way to die! Or,
flung headfirst into the slimy
Streets of the city o'f evil by the
force of a vacuum tube, she shrugs
nonchalantly an'd mutters, "Guess
•I'm. just not the tube type." Yet, on
this same street walks every form
of human perversion imaginaible.
One catch : she doesn 't see it, or
doesn't want to.
All human weaknesses have been
done away with; in other words,
sex is a barbaric hang-up o'f the
savage past. Naturally, the pill is
still around, but in a masterpiece
o'f exaggeration, it has completely
replaced the low-life physical manwoman relationship. Sex is nothing
but nourishment for "Ego-support ,
and self-esteem," protests Barbarella, after being propositioned for
the 'first time in her life. 'Her ego
then proceeds to get boosted, to the
properly out-ofnplace benbop tune of
"Love dragged me down."

The Work of
Andrew Wyeth
This handsome book is the
publishing event in tho art world
this fall.
Wouldn't it mako tho perfect
gift for your parents for Christmas or f or an anniv ersar y?

$55 Now
$75 after Dec. 31st

Canaan House
129 Main Street
Waterville, Maine

EIDOS PRESENT
(<Joiitinueu from page one)
fragmented, her work is always
spontaneously human, energetic ,
and insistently unrepressed. She recalled her recent tour across the
United States as "going; out with
groups of my troupers to turn on
whole cities, living in our crazy
rented truck hill of bales of paper,
str aw, cellophane, exotic foods for
various diets, lights, slides, film amplifiers . . . hurtling through bleak
landscapes and every stop some
volcanic eruption."
¦Sh e describes Kinetic Theater as
"my particular development of the
"Happening"—which has evolved in
New York over the past five years
(mainly (by painters) as a form
which admitted literal -dimensionahty and varied media in radical
juxtaposition. I work with untrained people and various waste
materials to realize images which
range from the banal bo the fantastic—images •which dislocate, disassociate, compound, and engage
our senses to allow our senses to
exipand into unknown and unpredictaible relationships. I'm after an
immediate, sensuous environment
on which a shifting scale of tactile,
plastic, physical encounters can be
realized. The nature of these encounters, while personal to me, exposes and confronts a social range
of current cultural tabo os and repressive conventions. The writings
of Sim-one de Beauvoir, Antonin
Artaud, and Wilhelm Reich have
encouraged my work."

Echoes From The Past

You have to laugh at this flick.
It's a funny all the Ancient greek
Lalbyrinthes, "Angels are Love,"
revolutionary plots , and a tyrannic
dictator are juxtaposed with a
"Chamber of Dreams," pleasure machines, and pipes full of the "Essence of Man," to make it a weird,
fast-moving, fascinating spoof on
the institutions of man. You may
find Barbarella an apocalyptic
awakening; tout you'll have a good
time picking out the symbolism.

fME-BUTLER
Inc.

Action, Roll 'Em

by NORA LaCHAPELLE
Poking around in one of the issues of the Echo, (circa 1932) , I
cam e up with this item from out o'f
the dim past:
Colby Movies Wanted
The gist of the article was th at
the Colby Publicity Department
was soliciting footage suitable for
showing to various meetings of
alumni .
The Department offered to pay
any students who had taken pi ctures around the campus for their
time and efforts.
I suggest that if the offer is ever
made again, some eager young entrepreneus should rise to the task.
His amateur status should not deter him; he could probably put together a film that would be as acceptable as some of those shown
today. As an example, I cite .one
forced upon us Freshman Week:
"Oh Dem Watermenlons."
Our photographer would have a
variety of subjects to choose from,
sure to appeal to some segment of
the alumni set. For the nature lover, how about a film entitled "Wildlife on Johnson Pond—Seven Nights
a Week?"
For those people who have a
musical nature, there would be a
movie enacted by those friendly
rivals, the fraternities. The movie's

musical score would be the "Eagle
Song", now familiar to anyone who
lives within a hundred yards of
Fraternity Row.
Finally, Colby's intellectual image
must not go unmen'tioned. Our photographer could provide some exciting footage of the nightly breathless scramgle for seats in the library, especially ,on Friday and
Saturday.
So, if the opportunity ever arises,
our entrepreneur could make himself a nice sum. The college would
undoubtedly pay any amount to obtain possession of such a valuable
pictorial record of campus life.
With perhaps some minor editing,
the film would be rea'dy for the
alumni. But the question is, would
the alumni be ready for it?

Hel p W ante d
• Any student interested in selling ads for
the Colby Echo.
• Earn 10% commission on all ads you
sell.
CONTACT

STEVE WURZEL
TAU DELT — EXT. 555

MAURICE'S
MARKET
GROCERIES — COLD CUTS
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Italian, Dagwood, Meatball
Sandwiches, Pizza, Ste amed
Hot Dogs, Beer & Ale to take out

LUMBER and

BUILDING
MATERIALS

40 Elm Street
Waterville, Maine
Tel. 872-6481

14 North Street
Tel. 873-3371

FOR MOCCAS IN CASUA« M*DE ONLY BY 0. K. <*AM _ 90., WM.TOM , MAINE 04204
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HERM AN'S PIZZA
Is The House of the Unfrozen Schell

CALL AND ASK ABOUT OUR

COLBY SPECIAL

Also Ask About Our Delivery Service

WE SELL
THE MOST UNBELIEVABLE
GRINDERS

Tel. 873-1991
45 WATER STREET
Next Door To The Chez Paree
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4 yoara oncompus , 510 tri ps to tlio librar y, 10 happenings , 6 walks to tho Doan '8 ofllco , and 1 long Commencomont march.
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Mulli gan Stew

Melos Review

AN EXCELLENT CONCERT

Students ( and faculty) wondering
about final exams are reminded that
by STEVE STEEGVE .
Crowson, an American .pianist who
first semester finals are given In
professor at 'the Univerthe sequence of the examination
The Melos Ensemble of London is now a
ap etown, South Af rica,
s
i
ty
o
f
C
numihers, th ree exam's per day, be- performed at Colby last Wednesproved
to
be the most consistent
ginning Thursday, Dec. 12th.
day evening uu'der the auspices of
the group. Gervase Demusician
in
the Colby Music Associates. The
Peyer
gave
an inspiring perfor* * *
*
Ensemble, which takes its name
the
clarinet. He flew
Men who reach their 18th birth- from the Greek word "Melos" (mean- mance on
year,
and
canhigh
register and neday during the s'ohool
ing tune or melody, consisted of through the
not get home to register for Selec- ten musicians specializing in cham- gotiated the rapid changes in registive Service, should contact Mr. H. ber music wh'ich is very seldom ter with admirable ease.
Paul Rancourt, 44 Main St., Water- heard in the concert hall.
The Ensemble was tightly knit
ville. He is the local representative
and
the compositions were cleverly
A wide variety of music was preof the Kennebec County board, but sented that juxtaposed the classi- chosen and presented.
can help you register within your cism of Mozart's Quintet in E Flat,
home town board. It is suggested K452 for Piano and Woodwind, and
that you call Mm first to make an Schubert's Adagio and Roudo for
appointment, at 872-6018.
Piano and Strings with the 'com- Dear Sir:
pelling 'dissonance of Dimitri Shos*
*
*
*
I would like to respond to what
takovitch's
Piano Quintet, Opus 57
CAROLEE SHNEEMAN
was a misrepresentation of the
and Bela Bartok's Contrasts for
KINETIC THEATER
thoughts I expressed at the coffeeClarinet, Violin, and Piano.
Nov. 8 — Discussion and action
house during Parents' Weekend.
The program opened With the soft
The Echo article reporting my reworkshop at Runnals Union gym.
contemplative music that is so
Nov. 9 — Performance in Runmarks gave a false emphasis to micharacteristic of Franz Schubert,
nor points and informal answers
nals Union gym at 8 pm.
who once said of himself , "My muand distorted the tone and direction
sic is the product of my talent and
* * * *
of my talk.
Thursday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 pm in my misery. And that which I have .
Although I did not shy from conLovejoy Auditorium OUTWARD written in my greatest distress 5s
troversial matters, and my intent
what
the
world
seems
to
like
best."
BOUND FILM "As Tall as the
was to provoke discussion, what
Mountains" to be sponsored by the On the violin, Emanuel Hurwitz's
negative reaction I have received
treatment
of
Sc3vu!bert
was
adequate
Outing Club. There will be no adarises from the Echo 's construction
but
his
tone
was
too
dominant
and
mission charge.
¦penetrating to stir the ipathos in- of my remarks. The response o'f the
herent in the more sensitive pas- parents and students who actually
sages. His performance of Bartok, heard what I had to say was intelLECTURE
ligent, and, I felt, positive.
Sunday, Nov. 3, 8 pm, Given Audi- however, was superb, and he was
Very sincerely yours,
torium. Rabbi David Berent of the very successful at communicating:
Robert
C. Jacobs
Temple Jacob, Lewiston, to speak the urgency and even, at times, the
on "Existentialism vs Judaism". humor of Shostakovich. Lamar

Jacobs Response

*

*

*

*

*

*

POWDER & WIG
The Mandrake by Niecolo Machiave'lli to be shown in the Little
Theater at 8 pm .on Nov. 1, 2, and
3. Tickets will be $1.50.
$

*
*
*
There will be a meeting of the
Chess Club on Wednesday, Nov. 6,
at 7:30 pm in the Whitney Room,
Roberts Union. New members are
welcome.

*

*

*

ESSAY COMPETITION
An invitation is extended to all
Colby students to compete in an
essay contest which has been established by Professor Vishwana'th
Naravane as an incentive t o the
comparative study of Indian and
Western Cuture. Professor Naravane was visitin'g professor of philosophy at Colby in 1963-64 and 67-68.
The essay contest Will foe held
annually on a subject to be lehosen
alternately from two main groups:
(1) -philosophy, religion, social, and
political thought, and (2) literature
and the arts, inclu'ding music.
Essays for the 1968-69 contest will

the devoted to subjects in no. 1 category. Students will select their own.
top'i'cs but before -proceeding must
have the tapic approved by Professor Robert Reumaoi of the philosophy department. Essays may vary
_rom 15 to 30 typewritten pages- to
'"foe double-spaced and submitted in
duplicate to Professor Reuman, and
through him to the panel of judges,
no later than February 10, 1969, the
'beginning of the second semester.
The student who is judged to
have written the winning essay will
receive a prize selected in India,
and shipped from India, iby Professor Naravane.

For Campus Wear
or After Ski
Shearling Lined

sfc

Sponsored by Hillel and Jewish
Chautauqua Society.

*

NARAVANE SPONSORS

*

For those students Interested in
taking the Peace Corps Placement
Test, it will be given at the Waterville Post Office on the following
dates :
December 2
3:00 pj m.
•January 18
1:30 p.m.
February 15
1:30 p.m.
March 15
1:30 p.m.
To take the test, applicants must
fill out a Peace Corps Application,
which forms are available at all
Post Offices.

Pr oud |
to he
Your
Food Service
*SdSy vlul zJJr
W& s^*' OF NtW INOUNIV ^O 1

GIRLS

WELCOME TO

The
Shoe Village
For the very latest flhoo fashions
10 SPUING STREET
WATERV ILLE, MAINE
Tol. 8-3115

FIRE DESTROYS
(Continued from page one)
props and intend to put the show
on tonight.
Asked what effect the fire would
have upon obtaining the new th eater which P&W needs , 'Suss replied 'that "the fire will not necessarily speed the project." He felt
the "the destruction of the building
deprives us of a place to work while
waiting for the new th eater to be
built."

£2&
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OFFICE OF CAREER
PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT

j

-

j

The office of Career Planning
and Placement would like to call
to the attention of Colby seniors
the Career Opportunities Conferences being scheduled in various cities during the Christmas
holiday season. Additional information is available in our office. B

EARN A SMAL L FORTUNE !
ES, SMALL, BUT A FORTUNE.

f

Have a second career to fall back on in case
i Ythe market becomes glutted with brain _ury
geons, or t here's no room at tilio top.

Take a break, lay off the three R's—Reading the Evergreen
Review, Rioting, and Writhing at the Paper Wall.
Acquire status. Become a bus boy, bus girl, suave waiter or
charming waitress at the Silent Woman.
Who knows where it might lead ? Look what happened to Joan
Crawford, ex-waitress, Barbra Streisand , ex-cashier, Rudolph Valentino, ex-bus boy. (You never heard of Valentino? What a buss
boy ho was!)
Tlio exposure you get to our clientele !Hollywood agents, Broadway scouts, personnel chiefs from all the corporations on the Big
Board. Thoy constantly dazzle our staff with fantastic offers.
These positions include, besides meals in tho Executive Dining
Room , a key to tiro Executive Wash or Powder Room.
Call Mrs. Joan George 3-4532 for an interview in depth from
12-2 or fl-10.
Wo aro an Equal Opportunity Employer.

The Silent Woman

i

ROUTE 05, WATERVILLE IN MAINE
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

VILLAGE
This Coupon Is Worth

40c

at YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
and DRY CLEANI NG VILLAGE
Elm Plaza Shoppi ng Center , Waterville

Have a regular $2.40, 8 lb . locid of dry cleaning
done for $2.00 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweaters, or 4 men 's suits, or 3 ladies ' suits, or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
20c lb.
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Bates
from $18.95
Bass
from $21.60
Hush Puppies ..from $12.95 '
THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

LEVINE'S
WATERVILLE

•>

i " is

Floater® Shearling lined boot was selected
Wnf c J "Th o Bates
*s£^ for wear at the XVIII Olympiad! Wear it in all kinds of
winter weather , and treat yourself to fireside warmth. Drop
by and try a pair of these lightweight wintertime champions.
They are sillccmed treated for water repeKency." .

N O R G E

Laundry washe d , dried and folded
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Your Colby Store . . .
Where You Can Charge It
LUDY '2 1
PACY '21
HO WIE '41

